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A thumbs-up gesture indicating approval. Thumbs Up was approved as part of Unicode 6.0 in
2010. Define thumbs-up: a gesture in which you hold your hand out with your thumb pointed up
in order to say yes, to show approval, etc. But if she's going to allow her own personal rule (doubt
this is a Thumbs Up rule) that isn't clearly advertised to cost customers money that she refuses
to refund,.
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thumbs up . 1. a sign of approval. It was a thumbs up on the new filtration plant at Thursday's
village board meeting. There was no thumbs up for the mayor as she. But if she's going to allow
her own personal rule (doubt this is a Thumbs Up rule) that isn't clearly advertised to cost
customers money that she refuses to refund,. Define thumbs-up: a gesture in which you hold
your hand out with your thumb pointed up in order to say yes, to show approval, etc.
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Find great deals on eBay for thumbs up and thumbs up leica. Shop with confidence.
Thumbs Up Diner has been an Atlanta institution for over a decade. Our headquarter location is
in downtown Atlanta adjacent to the Martin Luther King, . Jul 23, 2016. You could say the thumb
made us humans what we are.. Students give thumbs- up to wish the Indian cricket team luck, as

they. All go crashing to the floor.. The song at the end is “Under My Thumb” by the Rolling
Stones. A thumb signal, usually described as a thumbs-up or thumbs-down, is a common hand
gesture achieved by a closed fist held with the thumb extended upward or .
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Thumbs up definition, an act, instance, or gesture of assent, approval, or the like. See more. But
if she's going to allow her own personal rule (doubt this is a Thumbs Up rule) that isn't clearly
advertised to cost customers money that she refuses to refund,.
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A thumbs-up gesture indicating approval. Thumbs Up was approved as part of Unicode 6.0 in
2010. Includes locations, menu highlights, photos and contacts.
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To improve your Artist Radio Station listening experience, Thumb Up or Down tracks to
customize stations to your unique music taste. "Thumbs Down" means we . Thumbs Up Diner
has been an Atlanta institution for over a decade. Our headquarter location is in downtown
Atlanta adjacent to the Martin Luther King, .
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Includes locations, menu highlights, photos and contacts.
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Thumbs Up. A thumbs-up gesture indicating approval. Thumbs Up was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010 under the name “Thumbs Up Sign” and added . You may think a gladiator
would appreciate the crowd's “thumbs up” (verso pollice), but exactly the opposite is true. Where
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Thumbs Up. A thumbs-up gesture indicating approval. Thumbs Up was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010 under the name “Thumbs Up Sign” and added . To improve your Artist
Radio Station listening experience, Thumb Up or Down tracks to customize stations to your
unique music taste. "Thumbs Down" means we .
But if she's going to allow her own personal rule (doubt this is a Thumbs Up rule) that isn't
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